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We proposed and tested a novel geometry for PET system de-
sign analogous to pinhole SPECT called the virtual-pinhole PET
(VP-PET) geometry to determine whether it could provide high-
resolution images. Methods: We analyzed the effects of photon
acolinearity and detector sizes on system resolution and ex-
tended the empiric formula for reconstructed image resolution
of conventional PET proposed earlier to predict the resolutions
of VP-PET. To measure the system resolution of VP-PET,
we recorded coincidence events as a 22Na point source was
stepped across the coincidence line of response between 2
detectors made from identical arrays of 12 · 12 lutetium
oxyorthosilicate crystals (each measuring 1.51 · 1.51 · 10 mm3)
separated by 565 mm. To measure reconstructed image resolu-
tion, we built 4 VP-PET systems using 4 types of detectors (width,
1.51–6.4 mm) and imaged 4 point sources of 64Cu (half-life 5 12.7
h to allow a long acquisition time). Tangential and radial resolu-
tions were measured and averaged for each source and each sys-
tem. We then imaged a polystyrene plastic phantom representing
a 2.5-cm-thick cross-section of isolated breast volume. The phan-
tom was filled with an aqueous solution of 64Cu (713 kBq/mL) in
which the following were imbedded: 4 spheric tumors ranging
from 1.8 to 12.6 mm in inner diameter (ID), 6 micropipettes (0.7-
or 1.1-mm ID filled with 64Cu at 5·, 20·, or 50· background),
and a 10.0-mm outer-diameter cold lesion. Results: The shape
and measured full width at half maximum of the line spread func-
tions agree well with the predicted values. Measured recon-
structed image resolution (2.40–3.24 mm) was 66% of the
predicted value for 3 of the 4 systems. In one case, the difference
was 12.6%, possibly due to underestimation of the block effect
from the low-resolution detector. In phantom experiments, all
spheric tumors were detected. Small line sources were detected
if the activity concentration is at least 20· background. Conclu-
sion: We have developed and characterized a novel geometry
for PET. A PET system following the VP-PET geometry provides
high-resolution images for objects near the system’s high-resolu-
tion detectors. This geometry may lead to the development of spe-
cial-purpose PET systems or resolution-enhancing insert devices
for conventional PET scanners.
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PET has evolved from a research tool for studying
neurologic and cardiac functions of humans (1) to a clinical
diagnostic tool for cancer patients (2), particularly since the
introduction of PET/CT technology (3). With the introduc-
tion of high-resolution animal PET scanners in the mid-
1990s (4,5), PET became a driving force behind molecular
imaging through in vivo imaging of small animals using
positron-emitting radionuclide-labeled biomolecules (6).

Resolution of PET is limited by the positron range of the
radionuclide, acolinearity of the annihilation g-rays, and
intrinsic spatial resolution of the detectors. For whole-body
PET scanners with large diameters, the blurring of image
resolution due to the acolinearity effect is approximately 2-
mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) (7,8), whereas
for animal PET scanners this effect may be as small as 0.2-
mm FWHM. When radionuclides of small positron range
(such as 18F and 64Cu) are used, the image resolution of
most animal PET scanners is predominantly limited by the
detector’s intrinsic spatial resolution (9).

Although there have been significant improvements in
the performance of PET scanners through new scintillation
material and better detector design (10), fundamental PET
scanner geometry remains unchanged—that is, a group of
g-ray detectors of the same size is arranged into multiple
rings or planes to detect annihilation g-rays along different
angles through coincidence detection. There is maximal
sampling density and minimal parallax error at the center of
the field of view (FOV)—hence, the best image resolution
is there. Several groups have demonstrated that sampling
uniformity and the reconstructed image resolution can be
improved by wobbling the system or the object being imaged
(11,12) or by introducing a small offset between the center of
detector pairs and the center of rotation (COR) of the system
(13). However, the geometry of these systems does not
deviate from the conventional PET geometry significantly.

This work describes a new approach to PET system
geometry, the virtual-pinhole PET (VP-PET), derived from
the well-known pinhole SPECT geometry. We first describe
the theory of operation for VP-PET. We then analyze the
intrinsic spatial resolution of the VP-PET system and vali-
date the formula through experiments. We further measure
image resolution of 4 VP-PET systems through experiments.
Finally, we imaged a phantom to demonstrate the potential of
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the VP-PET geometry in future development of special-
purpose PET devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A typical pinhole SPECT system consists of a planar g-camera,
a pinhole collimator, and a rotation mechanism that allows
projection data to be collected from multiple angles. Figure 1A
illustrates a simplified pinhole SPECT system without its rotation
mechanism. Radioactivity distribution in an object is projected
through the pinhole collimation onto the camera surface. Magni-
fication (minification) can be achieved if the object-to-pinhole
distance (b) is smaller (larger) than the collimator cone length (f),
with the magnification factor M 5 f/b. The image resolution of a
pinhole SPECT system can be approximated by the following
equations (14,15):

RColli � d � f 1b

f

� �
; Eq. 1
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where RColli is the collimator resolution, d is the diameter of the
pinhole aperture, RDet is the detector intrinsic spatial resolution,
and RSystem is the system resolution. When the object-to-pinhole
distance (b) is significantly smaller than the collimator cone length
(f), the collimator resolution approaches the size of the pinhole
aperture, whereas the system resolution becomes less dependent
on the detector intrinsic spatial resolution. The use of pinhole
collimator(s) permits high-resolution animal SPECT using g-cameras
of low intrinsic spatial resolution (16).

A PET system contains one or more pairs of detectors for
coincidence detection. Coincidence detection circuits replace the
physical collimator to perform electronic collimation. Although
most PET scanners were designed to use multiple detectors of the
same dimension in a system, one can also use 2 completely different
g-ray detectors for coincidence detection. Figure 1B illustrates a
system with 2 detector arrays of different sizes. Detector array
1 consists of a single detector element of width w1. Detector array 2
consists of multiple detector elements of width w2. The coincidence
lines of response between the detector in array 1 and all detector
elements in array 2 form a fanbeam geometry. If the detector pair in
Figure 1B is rotated around the object located at the COR, coinci-
dence events can be collected from multiple angles and recon-
structed using fanbeam reconstruction algorithms to obtain
tomographic images.

If one considers the detector array 1 in Figure 1B as an x-ray
source and the array 2 as part of a full ring of x-ray detectors, this
system approximates the geometry of a fourth-generation (4G) CT
scanner (17). The fundamental difference between a VP-PET
system and a CT system is that the signal carrier in PET is the
annihilation g-rays originating from the object, whereas for CT the
signal carrier is the x-ray flux originating from the x-ray tube. If one
considers the fanbeam geometry in Figure 1B, the closer the object
is to the detector array 1, the larger the object is projected onto the
surface of detector array 2. The magnification factor based solely on
geometry is M 5 (d1 1 d2)/d1, which is the same as for a CT system.
However, unlike a CT system where the focal spot of an x-ray tube is
typically considered to be a point source, the detector in array 1 has a
finite width, w1. Therefore, the image resolution of such a PET
system is a function of detector widths (w1 and w2) and object-to-
detector distances (d1 and d2). This is similar to a pinhole SPECT
system whose image resolution depends on several system param-
eters as described in Equations 1 and 2. Hence, we have named the
geometry in Figure 1B the ‘‘Virtual-Pinhole’’ PET geometry and
systems that follow this geometry VP-PET systems. We character-
ize the resolution of a VP-PET system through analyses of the
intrinsic spatial resolution between 2 detectors of different dimen-
sions, followed by measurement of image resolution of VP-PET
systems of 4 different configurations.

Resolution for VP-PET Geometry
Among the 3 factors (positron range, acolinearity, and detector

intrinsic spatial resolution) that limit the spatial resolution of an
annihilation coincidence detection system (or a PET system), the
latter 2 can depend on the system design and, therefore, so were
analyzed for a VP-PET system.

Theoretic Derivation. The effect on spatial resolution due to
acolinearity of the annihilation g-rays is commonly expressed as
R180� 5 0.0022�D, where D is the diameter of a PET scanner or
the distance between the detectors. This formula represents the
FWHM of the blurring profile at the center between 2 detectors
due to angular distribution of the annihilation photon acolinearity,
which is approximately 0.5� (0.0088 rad) FWHM (18). For the
geometry in Figure 1B, the acolinearity effect on spatial resolution
can be expressed as (in FWHM):

R180� 5 0:0088 � d1 � d2

ðd11d2Þ
: Eq. 3

This term can be significantly smaller than the commonly ac-
cepted expression, R180� 5 0.0022�D, when d1 is significantly

FIGURE 1. (A) Simplified pinhole SPECT system consists of a
g-camera and a pinhole collimator that can be rotated around a
COR. (B) Simplified VP-PET system consists of a high-resolution
detector array (1) and a low-resolution detector array (2) that can
be rotated around a COR.
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smaller than d2—that is, when the object is very close to one of the
detectors.

Intrinsic spatial resolution of a pair of detectors of the same
dimension (Fig. 2A) has been thoroughly explored (15,19). The
detection profile is symmetric around the center between the 2
detectors with its shape approaching a triangle at the center and a
rectangle near both ends. For locations other than these 2 posi-
tions, the resolution profile approaches a trapezoid function. The

width of the base of the detection profiles is defined by the width
of the detectors, w, whereas the width of the plateau is defined by
the 2 dashed lines connecting the 2 detectors—that is, the width of
the plateau changes from zero near the center of the system to w
near the edge of the system.

For a coincidence detection system that uses detectors of 2
different sizes (Fig. 2B), the detection profile is asymmetric. The
width of the base of the profiles is still defined by the detector widths,
but is no longer constant, instead approaching w1 and w2 at the 2
ends. The width of the plateau is still defined by the 2 dashed lines
connecting the 2 detectors, but the location where plateau width
equals zero is not at the center and is instead near the smaller detector.
Given separation D between 2 detectors, it can be shown that the
width of the base, wb, the width of the plateau, wp, and the FWHM of
the detection profile, Rdet, at distance x from detector 1 are:

wb 5 w11
w2 2 w1

D
� x 5

ðD 2 xÞ � w1 1 x � w2

D
: Eq. 4

wp 5
jðD 2 xÞ � w1 2 x � w2j

D
: Eq. 5

Rdet 5
wb 1 wp

2
5
ðD 2 xÞ � w1 1 x � w21jðD 2 xÞ � w1 2 x � w2j

2 � D :

Eq. 6

For a VP-PET system following the geometry in Figure 1B with
its COR located at d1 from detector array 1 and d2 from detector
array 2, the system resolution near the center of the FOV can be
expressed as:

where Rsrc is the effective source dimension that includes the
positron range effect. Because Equation 7 is derived from 2
individual detectors in Figure 2B, an additional term similar to the
‘‘block effect’’ that was suggested by Moses and Derenzo (7) and

Derenzo et al. (20) needs to be included in the quadratic sum in
Equation 7 to describe the blurring effect due to the use of block
detectors in a VP-PET system. Combining the system resolution
in Equation 7 and the empiric formula proposed by Moses and
Derenzo that describes the reconstructed image resolution of a
conventional PET scanner using cylindric geometry, we obtain the
following expression for the reconstructed image resolution of a
VP-PET system near its COR:

where BE is the block effect and the factor 1.25 accounts for the
difference between system resolution and reconstructed image
resolution due to insufficient sampling and the use of the filtered-
backprojection algorithm.

Intrinsic Spatial Resolution Measurements. To investigate the
intrinsic spatial resolution of a VP-PET system, we set up a
coincidence detection system using 2 identical PET detectors
separated by 565 mm. This distance represents a potential VP-
PET application when high-resolution detectors are positioned at
159 mm from the center of the FOV inside a clinical whole-body
PET scanner of 406-mm radius. Each detector contains a lutetium
oxyorthosilicate (LSO) array directly coupled to a position-sensitive
photomultiplier tube ([PS-PMT] R5900-C12; Hamamatsu Pho-
tonics, Japan). The LSO array has 12 · 12 crystals each mea-
suring 1.51 · 1.51 · 10 mm3 with a pitch of 1.6 mm in both
directions. The position of an event was determined by a ratio-
metric positioning algorithm commonly used in microPET detec-
tors (21,22). A sealed 22Na point source was positioned at various
distances between the 2 detectors and stepped across the coinci-
dence lines of response with a step size of 0.177 mm. Coincidence
events were recorded at each source location. In postprocessing,
coincidence events between a single crystal of the left detector
module and a group of 4-by-4 crystals of the right detector module
were counted and plotted as a function of the point source lo-
cation. This effectively measured the line spread function of a
pair of annihilation coincidence detection detectors of different
dimensions (1.51 · 1.51 · 10 mm3 vs. 6.31 · 6.31 · 10 mm3) at
different locations along the coincidence line of response. The
FWHM and full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) were calcu-
lated from each line spread function by linear interpolation
between 2 nearest measured values bracketing the half-values
and one-tenth values of the peak, respectively.

The FWHM was plotted against the source-to-detector distance
and compared with the resolutions predicted by Equation 7. In the
calculation, the effective source dimension was assumed to be
0.8-mm FWHM based on its nominal diameter of 0.5 mm and the
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relatively small positron range for 22Na. Because the dimension
and the charge-division readout of our detectors are similar to
those used in a commercial animal PET scanner (microPET R4;
Siemens Medical Solutions, Inc.), we expect the block effect of
these detectors to be similar to that of the microPET scanner. Tomic
et al. (23) recently showed that the block effect is approximately
1.7-mm FWHM for a clinical PET scanner (ECAT HR1; Siemens
Medical Solutions, Inc.) and 0.8-mm FWHM for the microPET
R4 system. Therefore, we assumed a block effect of 0.8-mm
FWHM for our detectors and calculated the predicted resolution
with and without the inclusion of block effect in Equation 7.

Reconstructed Image Resolution Measurements. We evaluated
the image resolution of VP-PET systems via the experimental
setup in Figure 3A to mimic the VP-PET geometry in Figure 1B.
Detectors of different sizes were mounted on 2 concentric rotation
stages that can be rotated independently for a full 360� to acquire
coincidence events from all angles. On the basis of a 2-dimen-
sional coordinate system with its origin located at the COR, a
high-resolution detector (array 1) was positioned with its front
surface centered at (2147, 0) (in mm), whereas a low-resolution
detector (array 2) was positioned with its front surface centered at
(0, 400). Detector array 1 (left) was either an array of 8 · 8 LSO
crystals each measuring 2.2 · 2.2 · 10 mm3 or an array of 12 · 12
LSO crystals each measuring 1.51 · 1.51 · 10 mm3. Scintillation
light was detected by the same type of PS-PMT as already
described. These types of detectors are commonly used in high-
resolution animal PET systems (22,24). Detector array 2 (right)
was either an array of 8 · 8 LSO crystals each measuring 6.4 ·
6.4 · 25 mm3 or an array of 13 · 13 LSO crystals each measuring

4.0 · 4.0 · 20 mm3. Scintillation light was detected by 4 units of
single-channel PMT. These types of detectors are commonly used
in clinical PET/CT scanners.

We constructed 4 point sources using micropipettes of 0.5-mm
inner diameter (ID) and 1.0-mm outer diameter (OD). Each source
contained approximately 18.5 MBq of 64Cu solution. 64Cu has a
half-life of 12.7 h, permitting data to be collected from multiple
angles over an extended time. The presence of prompt g-rays from
64Cu, however, could be in coincidence with the annihilation
g-rays and result in effects that are similar to scatter coincidences
that could degrade the FWTM of the resolution measurement
slightly. The sources were positioned at (29, 0), (11, 0), (1, 4),
and (1, 26) (in mm). In each of the 4 configurations, the sources
were imaged through step-and-acquire motion (Fig. 3B). Detector
array 1 was rotated to 48 positions to cover 360� and provide full
2p sinograms. Each time detector array 1 was moved, detector
array 2 was moved to 3 positions to cover all 4 point sources.
Coincidence events collected at different angles were sorted to
form fanbeam sinograms assuming the high- and low-resolution
crystals were uniformly distributed along the 2 circles in Figure
3B without considering the depth of interaction.

To reconstruct the images, we implemented a filtered-backprojection
algorithm based on the work by Besson (25) that was originally
developed for the 4G CT geometry. In contrast to the original al-
gorithm that assumes the x-ray source to be an infinitely small point
source, the refined algorithm incorporates the width of the detectors
in both arrays 1 and 2 in the calculation of the system matrix to better
represent the geometry of VP-PET systems (26). Data were not nor-
malized for detector efficiency nor were corrected for attenuation.
The reconstruction filter was a ramp filter cutoff at the Nyquist
frequency. From the reconstructed images, tangential and radial res-
olution were measured for the 4 line sources and then averaged to
obtain the average image resolution of VP-PET systems near their
centers of FOV.

Image resolution of the 4 VP-PET systems was also calculated
using Equation 8. It was assumed that detectors 1 and 2 are separated
by a fixed distance of 547 mm. The COR location was varied from
the surface of detector 1 to the surface of detector 2. The effective
source dimension was assumed to be 0.8-mm FWHM for the 64Cu
point sources. The block effect was also assumed to be 0.8-mm
FWHM. The calculated image resolution of the 4 VP-PET systems
was plotted as a function of COR location between the 2 detectors.

Phantom Study
A piece of polystyrene plastic (20 · 18 · 2.5 cm3) was carved to

form a cavity that has a shape that resembles the cross-section of an
isolated breast volume. The cavity was filled with 170 mL of
aqueous solution of 64Cu (713 kBq/mL) to mimic background
activity in tissues. This unusually high-activity concentration was
used because the experiment requires 720 detector positions to
completely cover the phantom using only 2 detector arrays. The
acquisition time at each detector position was very short and, thus,
requires high-activity concentration to obtain a reasonable number
of counts. Four fillable spheres of different IDs (12.6, 10.0, 5.6, and
1.8 mm) were filled with an aqueous solution of 64Cu at an activity
concentration of 3.56 MBq/mL (5· background) and inserted into
the cavity to mimic tumors with high uptake. Another fillable sphere
of 10.0-mm OD was filled with water to mimic a cold lesion in warm
background. Six micropipettes (3 of 1.1-mm ID and 2.0-mm OD,
and 3 of 0.7-mm ID and 1.6-mm OD) were filled with an aqueous
solution of 64Cu at 3 different activity concentrations (5·, 20·, and

FIGURE 2. Intrinsic spatial resolution of a pair of PET
detectors in coincidence (shown as thick solid lines in drawing)
is a function of source location and detector width(s). (A) For
conventional PET system using 2 identical detectors, the profile
approaches a triangle and a trapezoid at center and edge of
system, respectively. (B) For VP-PET system, widths of the
base (or plateau) of resolution profiles are defined by solid lines
(or dashed lines) connecting the 2 detectors. FWHM of the
profiles can be approximated by one half of the sum of widths
of the plateau and the base.
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50· background) to mimic 6 5-mm-long line sources. The locations
of all tumor inserts and micropipettes in the phantom are shown in
Figure 4.

The entire phantom was centered in a VP-PET system similar to
Figure 3A. The detector array 1 was based on LSO crystals of 1.51 ·
1.51 · 10 mm3. The detector array 2 was based on LSO crystals of
4.0 · 4.0 · 20 mm3. The distances from the COR to the 2 detectors
remained 147 and 400 mm, respectively. Coincidence events were
collected after the step-and-acquire motion. Detector array 1 was
rotated to 48 positions to cover 360�. Each time detector array
1 rotated to a new position, detector array 2 was rotated to 15
positions to cover the entire phantom. It took 15 h to collect data
from 720 positions, with the acquisition time at each location
adjusted for radioactive decay. Coincidence events collected at

different locations were sorted to form fanbeam sinograms. The
same filtered-backprojection algorithm described previously was
used to reconstruct 20 slices of tomographic images across the
phantom. Data were not normalized for detector efficiency nor were
attenuation corrected. The reconstruction filter was a ramp filter
cutoff at the Nyquist frequency.

RESULTS

Intrinsic Spatial Resolution of VP-PET Geometry

Figure 5A shows the line spread functions measured at
different locations between 2 detectors of different dimen-
sions. The shapes agree well with those illustrated in Figure
2B. The profiles are no longer symmetric relative to the

FIGURE 3. (A) VP-PET system was set
up using high-resolution detectors (array
1) on left and low-resolution detectors
(array 2) on right. (B) A typical scan re-
quires multiple step-and-acquire motions.
In this particular setup, detector-to-center
distances (d1 and d2 of Fig. 1A) were 147
and 400 mm, respectively.
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center between the 2 detector arrays. The FWHM of the
profile approaches detector width w1 (or w2) when the point
source was near detector array 1 (or 2).

Figure 5B shows good agreement between the FWHM
measured from these line spread functions and those pre-
dicted by Equation 7 using various source-to-detector dis-
tances (d1 and d2). When the block effect is included in
Equation 7, there is little change for the right half of the plot
(Fig. 5B) in which system resolution is dominated by the
intrinsic resolution of array 2. However, near detector array 1,
where the system resolution is roughly 2-mm FWHM,
inclusion of the block effect better predicts measured system
resolution.

Reconstructed Image Resolution

Figure 6A shows images of four 64Cu point sources
obtained from the 4 VP-PET systems. The measured image
resolution of the 4 VP-PET configurations ranged from
2.40- to 3.24-mm FWHM (Table 1).

Figure 6B shows the image resolution (FWHM) calcu-
lated by Equation 8 for 4 VP-PET systems as a function of

the COR location. The block effect of the detector was as-
sumed to be 0.8-mm FWHM and included in the calculation.
The solid vertical line denotes the COR that corresponds to
our 4 imaging experiments (i.e., d1 5 147 mm, d2 5 400 mm).
The predicted image resolution of the 4 VP-PET systems
ranges from 2.30- to 2.83-mm FWHM (Table 1).

Equation 8 predicted within 6% the image resolution for
3 of the 4 configurations (cases a, b, and c in Table 1). For
case d, the predicted image resolution deviated from the
measured value by 12.6% (2.83 vs. 3.24 mm). In this
configuration, both w1 and w2 are at their maximum (2.2 vs.
6.4 mm, respectively) compared with the other configura-
tions. Therefore, the 0.8-mm FWHM block effect used in
the image resolution calculation was likely to be an
underestimation of the actual block effect and may have
caused this discrepancy.

Phantom Study

Figure 7 shows 2 image planes through the phantom.
Although these 2 images exhibit artifacts due to the lack of
attenuation correction, the high-resolution imaging capabil-
ity of the VP-PET system detected many of the small lesions.
All spheric sources, including the 10.0-mm OD cold spheric
lesion and the 1.8-mm ID hot lesion are visible. The 1.1- and

FIGURE 4. Polystyrene plastic breast phantom with fillable
background and tumor inserts. Four spheric inserts were filled
with 64Cu solution at 5· background activity concentration.
Another spheric insert (10.0-mm OD) was filled with water to
mimic a cold lesion. Six micropipettes (3 of 1.1-mm ID and 3 of
0.7-mm ID) were filled with 5·, 20·, and 50· background
activity concentration. Phantom was imaged by a VP-PET
system similar to setup in Figure 3A.

FIGURE 5. (A) Line spread function measured at different
locations between 2 detectors resembling intrinsic resolution
profiles of VP-PET system. Detectors on left were 1.51 · 1.51 ·
10 mm3 LSO crystals. Detectors on right were 6.31 · 6.31 · 10
mm3 LSO crystals. Separation between 2 detector arrays was
565 mm. (B) FWHM and FWTM measured from profiles in A are
plotted as a function of source locations. System resolution
(FWHM) of corresponding VP-PET calculated by Equation 7
was included for comparison.
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0.7-mm ID line sources are visible when the tumor-to-
background ratio is 20 or higher.

DISCUSSION

The derivation of Equations 7 and 8 was based on a VP-
PET system that uses detectors of 2 different widths, with
their front surfaces directly facing each other. It did not
consider detectors facing each other at an oblique angle, nor
did it factor in the effective depth of g-ray interactions that
depends on the crystal lengths. Furthermore, the derivation
did not consider the type of detector material whose photo-
fraction may impact the positioning accuracy in a detector.
Therefore, it is not suggested that Equations 7 and 8 can
precisely predict the spatial resolution of a VP-PET system.
Rather, these equations represent a logical extension of the
empiric formula by Moses and Derenzo (7) that estimates the
image resolution near the center of FOV of a conventional
PET system. With Equation 8, one may estimate the image
resolution of a VP-PET system near its center of the FOV
(also its COR) located distance d1 from detector 1 and
distance d2 from detector 2. This should not be confused
with the image resolution of a VP-PET system at an arbitrary
location within its FOV because the latter largely depends on
the crystal length and the associated parallax error, both of
which were not modeled here.

It is difficult to predict the block effect theoretically
because it would require accurate modeling of all physical
processes involved in the g-ray detection and electronic pro-
cessing. Tomic et al. (23) have demonstrated that the block
effect can be estimated through a series of measurements and
data fitting. However, this approach was developed for
conventional PET geometry and is only applicable to sources

equidistant between a pair of identical detectors. Because a
VP-PET system uses detector blocks of different crystal
dimensions, fully characterizing the block effect would
require a few thousand measurements at different locations
between 2 detector blocks and using detector blocks of
different sizes, and doing so is beyond the scope of this
work. It is possible that the block effect of individual
detectors can be measured conventionally and incorporated
into the last term of Equation 7 through the use of ‘‘effective
crystal width’’ that combines the physical crystal width with
the block effect. However, this can be validated only after
extensive measurements and will be left for future investi-
gations. In the Intrinsic Spatial Resolution Measurements
section, we used 2 identical detector blocks as array 1 and
array 2 and, subsequently, grouped multiple crystals in
detector 2 to mimic crystals of larger dimension. We ex-
pected the 2 detector blocks to have similar block effects,
which later led to good agreement between the predicted
resolution and the measured resolution in Figure 5B. In the
Reconstructed Image Resolution Measurements section, we
assumed that the block effect of detector 1 (0.8-mm FWHM)
is the dominant factor because the COR of the 4 VP-PET
systems was relatively close to detector 1. This is likely to be
an underestimation of the actual block effect, particularly for
systems that use 6.4-mm-wide crystals in detector block 2.

Figure 5B shows that the intrinsic spatial resolution of a
VP-PET system is dominated by w1 when the source is near
detector 1 and dominated by w2 when the source is near
detector 2. The transition point is at a location where d1/d2 5

w1/w2. This can be explained by the term related to detector
widths in Equation 7. When d1/d2 , w1/w2, the system
resolution depends primarily on w1. When d1/d2 . w1/w2, the
system resolution depends primarily on w2. If w1 5 w2, then

FIGURE 6. (A) Four 64Cu point sources
were imaged by 4 VP-PET systems as
specified in Table 1. Separation between
2 point sources along x-axis was 20 mm.
FWHM of 4 point sources was measured
in both tangential and radial directions
and averaged to obtain the average
image resolution for each VP-PET sys-
tem. (B) Image resolution of 4 VP-PET
systems was calculated using Equation 8
and plotted against distance between
COR of system and detector 1. Vertical
solid line corresponds to setup in which
d1 5 147 mm and d2 5 400 mm.
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the transition point is at the location where d1 5 d2, which
corresponds to the center of a conventional PET system
where the intrinsic spatial resolution is at its minimum. In a
VP-PET system, the object should be placed near detector
1 to obtain the highest spatial resolution. To sample the object
from all angles with high resolution, the COR should also be
located near detector 1 rather than at the center between
detectors 1 and 2. This is similar to pinhole SPECT where an
object is placed near the pinhole collimator and the system is
rotated around the object with a fixed object-to-pinhole
distance to maintain the same magnification from all angles.

The background activity concentration in the phantom
study shown in Figure 7 was 713 kBq/mL. Because the
branching ratio for b1 decay is 18% and 97% for 64Cu and
18F, respectively, the effective activity concentration in the
phantom was 132 kBq/mL if the radionuclide used was 18F.
This activity concentration is approximately 32-fold higher
than the activity concentration of 18F-FDG in a typical

whole-body PET protocol, assuming 370 MBq of 18F-FDG
are injected and evenly distributed in a 70-kg subject and a
40-min uptake period. In our experiment, the acquisition time
at the initial angle was approximately 45 s, which would
correspond to a 24-min acquisition time for the first angle
with an activity concentration of a typical patient study.
However, if one builds a VP-PET system that has large solid
angle coverage such that it requires little or no rotation to
sample the entire object (27), it is possible to obtain the same
level of signal-to-noise ratio and image resolution as was
shown in Figure 7 within a reasonable amount of acquisition
time.

The potential of VP-PET geometry lies in the fact that one
may construct a PET system with different types of detectors
and configure the system such that the image resolution is
minimally dependent on the low-resolution detectors. There
are 2 main disadvantages to such a system. First, the system
sensitivity is low compared with a typical PET scanner if only
2 detector blocks are used. Similar to a SPECT system, where
one can use a multipinhole collimator to raise the overall
system sensitivity, increasing the number of detectors in
array 1 will improve the overall system sensitivity of VP-PET
systems. Because collimation is performed electronically,
the sensitivity of VP-PET is theoretically much higher than
that of multipinhole SPECT.

The second drawback is that the system’s high resolution is
limited to a small imaging FOV. This is, again, very similar to
a pinhole SPECT system, where a large magnification and a
small usable FOV are used to gain high-resolution imaging
capability. For certain imaging applications, such as brain or
breast imaging, it may be acceptable to have a smaller im-
aging FOV. Compared with typical positron-emission mam-
mography systems that use 2 planar PET detectors against the
chest wall to image a breast, a breast imaging system using
VP-PET geometry may allow detector 2 to be positioned
farther away from the breast so that its trajectory clears the
shoulder and allows the coincidence line of response to better
sample tissues near the chest wall. However, this advantage
may be offset by the reduced system sensitivity due to
reduced solid angle coverage by detector 2. The value of

TABLE 1
Image Resolution of VP-PET Systems Using Detectors of Different Sizes

Detector 1

12 · 12 LSO crystals 8 · 8 LSO crystals

1.51 · 1.51 · 10.0 mm3 2.2 · 2.2 · 10.0 mm3

Detector 2

13 · 13 LSO crystals (a) 2.40 6 0.06 mm (b) 2.76 6 0.04 mm
4.0 · 4.0 · 20.0 mm3 (2.30 mm) (2.72 mm)

8 · 8 LSO crystals (c) 3.00 6 0.02 mm (d) 3.24 6 0.12 mm

6.4 · 6.4 · 25.0 mm3 (2.83 mm) (2.83 mm)

Average resolution (FWHM) was measured from 4 point sources imaged by different combinations of detectors. Predicted image

resolution of 4 systems was calculated by Equation 8 and is shown in parentheses.

FIGURE 7. Two image planes through a phantom that mimics
an isolated breast volume. (A) Image plane that crosses all
spheric sources. Four hot spheres (tumor-to-background ratio 5

5) and cold spheric lesion are all clearly visible. Smallest spheric
source has ID of 1.7 mm. (B) Image plane that crosses the
6 micropipettes. The 1.1- and 0.7-mm (ID) line sources are visible
when tumor-to-background ratio is 20 or above.
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VP-PET in such applications remains to be seen and will
require further investigation.

Finally, the VP-PET geometry has inspired us to design
high-resolution insert devices to locally enhance the image
resolutions of existing PET scanners, an idea similar to the
use of surface coils for MRI. We have studied the potential
improvement in image resolution using a full-ring insert
device in a clinical whole-body PET scanner through Monte
Carlo simulations (28). We are currently developing 2 PET
insert systems for human and small-animal imaging appli-
cations. The potential of such devices will be investigated
when the systems are completed.

CONCLUSION

We have developed and characterized a novel geometry
for PET. PET systems based on this virtual-pinhole geom-
etry exhibit certain characteristics similar to those found in
a pinhole SPECT system. The potential of VP-PET geom-
etry in creating new PET system design and new PET
applications need to be further explored.
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